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C(1) AUTOCAD 

The purpose of this appendix is to document historical issues with AutoCAD 

for help in opening archived drawings.  The primary issue is font usage and 

special characters.  When opening old AutoCAD files, the text and dimensions 

may not appear correctly due to this issue.  The special characters used by 

Staff Bridge were contained in Specl13.shx which is a bigfont.    

 

The easiest way to be able to accurately view and print AutoCAD drawings is 

to put Specl13.shx in the same directory as the AutoCAD drawing.  This way it 

should be in the search path AutoCAD uses to find supporting files. 

 

Bigfonts are two-character structures, in which you must type 2 characters to 

get the intended single character.  For instance, if you were looking for a 

center-line character, you would want to see an upper-case “L” in the middle 

of a lower-case “c”.  If you look through the chart in Figure C-2, you will 

find “~E” and “~C” as options for this character.  ~E creates a centerline 

symbol with a slant to the “L”.  ~C is a centerline character with a vertical 

“L”.  Note in the table headings the labels “PC” and “TC”.  These are the two 

characters required in the definition of the character.  PC = Protect 

Character; TC = Target Character.  Note:  Alphabetic characters are case 

sensitive. 

 

In examining the text of drawings using bigfonts, if you see strange 

character combinations, it probably belongs to the big font, and there was an 

unsuccessful link of the bigfont with the font used in the text style. For 

instance, if within a curve table you saw _D = 28o13’, you would find the 

intended character to be Greek capital Delta.  This would make sense for a 

curve table.  Generally, there aren’t large numbers of these bigfont 

characters on any sheet, the most common being the centerline characters, and 

probably the Greek Phi , used to indicate diameter.  

 

In MicroStation, these special characters are either handled by the 

MicroStation fonts or by using cells.  See the Appendix B for MicroStation 

details. 
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Fig. C-1  Greek Characters 

 
 
 

 

Fig. C-2 Special Characters 
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Fig. C-3 Fractions Long Forms 

  

Fig. C-4 Fractions Short Forms 


